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About me

Teacher of English & nutrition

HLW Tulln, Lower Austria

Always fascinated by bilingual teaching

First CLIL encounter: University

CLIL course at PH Wien in 2017

Teaching experience, CLIL Vocs, reading, etc.



Who are you? - Mentimeter

◦ Go to www.menti.com and use the code 89 70 02. 

◦ You can use this tool in your nutrition class to quickly make a survey of students‘ eating habits, 
opinions, previous knowledge or understanding of a topic. 

◦ How many meals do you eat per day?

◦ Which are the 3 most important food trends nowadays?

◦ Rank the following diseases according to mortality!

http://www.menti.com/


Why CLIL?
Cognitive and 

social skills

Content knowledge 
(cultural context!)

Language abilities



Why CLILing nutrition?

◦ Isn‘t nutrition hard enough without the
language?

◦ School: 
◦ Nutrition = core subject at HLW

◦ Diploma thesis

◦ Most scientific literature in English

◦ University: 
◦ Courses in English

◦ Studying abroad

◦ Life: 
◦ Working in tourism, international offices, abroad

◦ Nutrition gaining increasing importance



Topics to teach
◦ All topics are suitable for 

CLIL! 

◦ Easy introductory topics

◦ Topics which require 
certain language skills

◦ Topics which are “typically 
English” or multicultural

◦ Not recommended: 
country-specific topics like 
food law

https://www.mindmup.com/



CLIL tasks



Nutrition Basics 
Quiz



Production 
Process: Olive Oil
◦ FILM

Teaching nutrition_tasks/How Olive Oil Is Made.mp4


Word search, word matching



Role Play: 
Veganism



Think – Pair – Share: Vegetarianism



DESCRIBING + COMPARING: FOOD PYRAMID

Sources: Arizona State University, Harvard School of
Public Health



Concept map: 
vegetables
◦ Life-sized people puzzle

◦ Forming sentences

◦ Creating a gap text

◦ …



Cause and effect: Obesity & metabolic syndrome



Pop Quiz: Dairy
products



CLIL Review



Difficulties in the 
CLIL-nutrition 

classroom

◦ Finding the right level of English

◦ Having enough lessons per week

◦ Finding appropriate CLIL-textbooks in nutrition!

◦ Motivating weaker students

◦ Testing in German vs. Testing in English



Q & A SESSION


